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United Press International

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, April 26, 1963

IN OUR 64th YEAR

MURRAY POPULATION 10, 100

Vol. LXXXIV No. 98

PAVING IS TO BEGIN EARLY THIS YEAR
Repor

•

ted
Lead is
• In Plane Search

Three Injured In
Automobile Wreck

/

/ 11/

CHINA

398 Persons Council Approves Purchase Of
Screened For Street Washer; Bonds OK'd
Glaucoma

Three college students were involved in an accident yesterday
morning at 4:00 o'clocx accoraing
TH
to Trooper Stephenson. The tnree
VIETNAM
were in a Chevrolet Corvair proA full discussion of the street streets. The street washer
riENTIAN
would
I c•eeding south on U. 8 641 on tne
paving program was held by the have a 1200 gallon tank
and would
1Benton Highway In front of use
City Council last night and Mayor be mounted on a one and
one-half
radio station
Murray and Calloway County res- Holmes Ellis urged that residents ton truck The council approved
the
As they moved around tne curve
Alec Thomas, managing editor of have told City Policeman Jack Jefidents turned out "well beyond our on all unpaved streets who want request and bids will be taken
on
the Huntsville, (Alabama) Times frey of Stevenson. Alabama. a town at the top of the hill coming toexpectations" to take advantage of their streets paved, to prepare now the washer and a used one and
THAILAND
oneward Murray, the car swung to tne
called the Ledger and Times this In the area, about the incident
the free glaucoma clinic at RobertUnder the policy used by the city half ton truck.
A search is underway at this east, then back on the nignway, gomorning to report that a plane was
son School, R L. Cooper. project for some years on new sheens proEdgar
Wilkerson
and
Harold
reported down in flaw in the time by plane and by foot in the ing off the west side of tne nignperty owners on each side of the
chairman said this morning.
BANGItOg
Speight appeared before the counway.
striking
the fence owned oy
wild country in northwest Alabama area described. in Jackson County
Three hundred and ninety-eight street pay one-third of the cost
cil on a drainage problem on South
e-J
Billy Mahan. then striking a 'atm
In northwest Alabama
on the evening of April 6.
persons were screened at the clinic each and the city pays one-third.
CAMBODIA
N, -SOUTH
16th street Apparently the large
Mr Thomas said that he had a pole in the center of the front of tne
1 VIETNAM
last night from the hours of 5:00
Last night Gaylon Thurman,
culvert under South 16th street is
He said that a little girl saw the reporter with the search party and 'car The three were taken to Inc
to 9:00 p. in Three doctors were on speaking for the residents of Whitabout half full of sand and gravel
plane fall and that she told her that any developments would be Murray Hospital, treaten ana rehiind to take the tonometer reading nell sub-division, asked that the
and this retards the flow of water
mother about It, but that her called in as quickly as posmble,
=COMMUNIST
leased.
and except for a few persons who subdivision be paved. He said that
going under the street. causing It
mother told tier to keep quiet about
He said that there-eras no identiInjured with cuts and bruises were
came in prior to 500 p. in. the the money for the residents part
1 NEUTRAL
I
to back up west of 16th The mayor
It Later the mother is reported to fication of the plane gisen and he Leland Phillips, William
Jones. anti
clinic ran swiftly and very smooth- was in hand, ready to be turned over
said that the highway department
did not know whether it might Bobby Joe Kelso Phillips was reI PIO WEST
to the city Thurman was told, that
ly.
will be requested to clean out the
have been Us plane flown by H. W. turned to the hospital later.
The clinics are being sponsored he should turn the money over to
culvert to alleviate the situation.
"Stub" Wilson or not.
by the Murray Lions Club in co- the city clerk and that the residents
Frank Ryan. who has interests in
Wilson disappeared on a flight
operation with the Calloway Coun- of the subdivision would receive
Whltnell subdivision and Bagwell
SITUATION WOISENS— U.5. 7th Fleet units are reported
front Gadsden Alabama to Terrell.
ty Health Department and the consideration
along
with
other
Manor subdivision was present. He
moving closer to this area and the U S. Is considering putTexas on the evening of April 6.
Kentucky Society for the Preven- streets in town desiring to be paved
ting troops Into Thailand to try to stem the worsening
Indicated that he was interested in
A widespread search for hint has
tion of Sliminess.
Those
streets
turned
in
early
have
Laos situation, where fighting is underway again between
the paving program contemplated
been underway Since that bane.
Glaucoma is a common progres- a better opportunity, it was indithe Red-leaning Pathet Lau and neutralist forces.
by the city
The search by th4,Sasiens Aig
sive eye at,ease. Although the di- cated, since only a certain amount
George Breathitt of the J J. B.
Rescue Center at Robins APB.
sease may not be aceompanied by is available by the city for paving
Craig Morris of Murray will acHilliard Company was present for
Georgia. has been suspended acsymptoms,
Repaving
some
of
of
some
the
of
signs
the
which
old
city
cordink to a report from the base company the University of Chicago
point to its possible presence are' a streets will also be undertaken Bids the meeting The council passed a
The rescue center has search and archaeological expedition to Amblurred or hazy vision which clears will be asked for paving Some of resolution calling for the sale of
brona.
Spain for the 1963 field
responsibibty for 22 eastern
up after a whilsu rainbow-colored he paving_ will be done in May, the remaining 1334.000 of an originDr Will Frank Steely was tne rescue
season The expedition, which is
rings around lights or glasses which while other paving may be done al 5750.000 bond issue for the Murapeaker at the Murray Rotary L'iuo states
ray Water and Sewer System The
At one point 118 search flights in under the direction of Dr F. Clark
LEXINGTON. Ity. ITr — The
don't seem to help.
later in the summer
yesterday Dr Steely spate on tne
sale of the first 5416.000 was handday were made searching five Howell, Professor of Archaeology
University of Kentucky Board of
An even larger number of perThurman
also
requested
foreign policy of the United states one
that
and
Human
Paleontology at the Trustees
states. Involved in the search perOver 200 bankers and business sons are expected to avail them- Whitnell subdivision be considered led by Hilliard and they will handtoday formally charged
and some of Use probierns wrnen
we...e Sal flights. 61`,2 hours of Univerety of Chicago, will be seekUK Vice Preiddent Frank Peter- people from all sections of Kentucky selves of the opportunity for a free for sheet lights He said that the le the sale of the bonds approved
have been met in the cuisn oe- iod
ing
remsios
both
gultueal and skel- son
Civil All F tro memsearching.
with misconduct In office and are expected to attend the Eighth glaucoma screening on the last night residents desired underground wir- last night
tween the tree world and COnlinUn'Early Stone offered
The original bond issue of $750.004
bers :n five states and additional etal. of
him a hearing on the Annual Agricultral Conference to of the clinic tonight.
ing and steel poets and were willIsill
Age
,
tr^n
was approsed by the council some
be held Sunday and Monday, April
hours. flight:: and personnel from
charge.
Residents are reminded that the ing to pay the difference between
He listed the two principal comIn
siiition to archaeologists a
months ago with the funds to be
22 and 29, at the Sheraton Hotel, clinics are being held
the U S. Air Force.
at Robertson this type and the conventional type.
munist attacks as the cutting oil
used in the construction of the main
Strongest lei.ds at lb.! search end number of PI:Istocene flee Ages
Louisville
City School on Williams Avenue just This was approved by the council
of Berlin Russian aid to Stea china,
geolosteeS
and
paleontologists
will
sewerage trunk line and the laterals
wee 1:1 an area north and northsest
'Bankers attending the Con/er- off West Main The hours
and a request will be made of the
are
from
and aid to other nations leaning toatta7hed
be
to
the
expedition
durSycamore
between
and
needed
e/ace will hear and participate In 6.00 to 9'00 p in
of Greenville. sseiselpVtiX.south
Murray Electric System to install
ward conunutilltn. which tie called
in an interGlendale Road
Programs designed to help keep
and southeast of Birmaighiun, Ala- ing par--Of-the
The tests are painless and will the lights
the Stalin attack; and the otner
disciplinary
effort
to
determine
some
All of the bond issue was not sold
borne.
poi-A. W. Va. 11.1 — Resew them abreast of the ever chahging not take long The screening will
Prentice Lassiter. leading the disas tbeAhswietisbev misck wbacn inAttire' of the in:-.ertant factors in early
teams at about noon today found rale agriculture plays in the overall not affect ybur ability to drive ..a cussion on the paving program also at that time, because it was not all
.BANC WW1&
volved the Russian latempt to win
Mad%
rehrtion
eo
his
erivirtinosent
will be activated when,ver new
II more bodies deep inside the . ef•onorny. and to assist them 1)5 bee- Star afterwards. an opthalmolognit urgedFottatt a Street welsher be put-'
ke
the space race, and the setting up leads develop
as -.ell ca his social and cultural
4ilfe
Cl thesale
ltL° of this
Sc
explosion-torn Clinchfield No, 2 ter serving the financial needs of pointed out.
chased for the washing of city
activities. Preliminary investigation
of puppets such as Castro in untie.
last bond issue In order to save the
Mine, bringing to 14 the nunit.er agriculture in Kentucky.
- — —
during the 1962 season indicated
America nas retaliated
[nese
interest This money will be used to
Presiding officer for the Conferef men knows dead. Eight trapped
Airhrona to tr one of the richest
attacks, he continued, first oy
expand the sewerage facilities
ence will be Harvey Ellis. Chairman.
Miners still were missing.
Middle Pleistocene sites yet disbreaking the Berlin blockade, oy
The council approved changes in
Agricultural Committee, KBA. and
covered, in terms of stone tools and
various plans such as the Marsnau
the original zoning ordinance on
assistant vice president of the
:he ex!in:. rr.sstedcns and other
Plan and others tq aid nations in
the second reading last night
Peoples Bank of Murray, Murray,
animals which 'tiny killed.
pulling away from 'communism, oy
Kentucky.
The first reading of an ordinance
Tomorrow at 9 o'clock all boys
Mr. Morris, who is a graduate of
its aid to South America and oy
of annexation of the area on the
Charles Eldridge. National Talk
Its strong stand in Korea and Cuba. who are interested in trying out for Vsnderbgt University and a farmnorthwest corner of the city was
Meet Winner for the Kentucky
stuer - t at Murray State College
Communism rises in tne impover- Little League this year should sign
held and approved by the council.
Perm Bureau Federation. Murray,'
Ed. Note The following article same when you go back after a
1Issray College High. is presished nations he continued tnose at the Little League Field. Murray
will give an address Monday mornThe Housing and Unsafe Building
which have not developed an in- City Park Boys who will be nine ently a National Defers' Graduate
Mg on "Youth Looks at Farm Fi- written by Buck Patton ot the couple or three years is the fine Code was approved by the city
before August 31. 1963 and any 10, "flow at the University of Chicago
nancing- Miss Jane Harrison. Ken- ! Memphis Press Scimitar, Memphis. catfish dinners at Sue di Charlie's council on its first reading The
•
dustnal economy These battles with
Lucky Dairy Princess. Farmington, Tennessee will be of interest to Even Charlie has expanded some pursose of this cole is to improve
Russia will take place hi tne agn- 11 or 12 year old boys who are not -here he is dont,- rer•nrch in the
t-Classic Perwill be hostess at a milk break on Murray and Calloway Countians In the past few years Those din- the general health conditions ir
cultural areas of Asia. Africa ana on a Little League team are eligible eeramics of 01^ Po,
both from the content 4001s article ners mirror progress Fifteen years the city and to prevent the gradua
to sign up 9r.. tryouts Boys whose iod at the central coast of Peru.
Monday.
South America Dr Steely stua
Owen
Hendrix
Jennings,
78,
passand the local persons and places ago you stood in line to pay II for decay of homes or areas in the cityHe indicated that he approved of 13th birthday comes before August He will be an archaeological field ed this
morning
following
an
exall you could eat Now you stand in
named
chief with. this summer's expediA stree: light will be, placed nee;
the Kennedy rrogram and tne 31, 1963 are not eligible.
tended illness Death came at the
Little league tryout dates have' tion
(Continued on Pepe 6)
the bowling alley and Ross Stand
apending program embancea on to
home
of
a
daughter
Mrs
Cecil
FarBy BUCK P PATTO
been set for May 2 ill and 12 year
art' Station to light up the are
uphold the foreign pone"
ris. 708 Sycamore street
Press-Setmitar Staff Writer
olds. May 3 i9 and 10 year olds).
at the rear of the new station
Dr Steely told the Rotarians that
Mr
Jennings
is
survived
by
two
Talk about progress, Talk about
These tryouts will get under way at
The college ,vill enter into a pos
the Democracies might be tacking
daughters, Mrs Parris. and Mrs
5 o'clock sharp Boys must sign up
Harry Furches. son of Mr anti Kentucky Lake the part in Kensible agreement with the city fc
In efficiency. but that the benefits
W
W
Kirkpatrick
of
East
Detroit,
Iles William R Furcnes, was noti- tucky ,' Talk about backwards. Talk
on Saturday. April 27th at 9 o'clock
the sweeping, once a week, of
from Democracies tar outateignea
Michigan: four sons. Johnny of San fied today
and other
to participate In these tryouts said
that his walnut stool about 'Pickwick Lake
college area along 15th and 16U
increased
the
efficiency
wnicn
Diego.
California.
Robert
of
Los
Bill Barker, President of Murray
won the $100 purchase prize in the so called recreation lakes in Tennstreets.
might be forthcoming from tne
Angeles.
Wilson
of
San
Jose,
and
miscellaneous class of the Mississippi essee)!
Little League.
1
A rtillos-av e7ounty student has
The 8.120 received by the Murray
totalitarian state
J Frank Jennings of Paris. TennIt never ceases to amaze me how
River Craft Show which win open
been initiated into Pi Tau Sigma,
Fire Department recently from
He listed communist advances as
essee, a brother A. C Jennings of
Kenlake
area around Murray,
NOW YOU KNOW
May 3rd and continue through may the
mechanical engineering honorary at
State Department of Safety. lir
small, especially in the field of
Maury
City, Tennessee.
seven 31st The show is
. is growing recreatiorrwise
the University of Kentucky
being held in the Ky.
be used to purchase more fire ho
agriculture in spite of tne appesi
grandchildren
and
five
great
grandwent
to
I
Murray
State College
Sy United Peens International
Brooks Memorial Art Gallery in
He is Jimmy Lynn Cross. eon of
A new look will be taken at t
of communism to the impoverianed.
children
for
a
year
half
and
That was in
a
The century plant. or American Mrs J E Cross, Woods Hall, MurMemphis, 'I en nessee
The honor ;oil for the Hazel Ele- yearly clothing allowance provid
Communism has been adopted oy
Mr Jennings was a member of the
the
40s
aloe, tics "i's only one. sencrtily ra- A eracTuate of Murray High
In addition to the stool, he nas
mentary School for the second six for the city police personnel At tti.
several of the new nations as a
The only thing that seems the weeks is as follows.
between the age of 10 and 25 years School and a senior at UK, he is Methodist Church in Maury City a sterling silver bowl in the exnioi-resent time the allowance is
where the funeral will be held Rev
means of discipline before tney There have Leen no
authenticated a mem:, r ,,f Pi T:appa Alpha sotion which is open to craftsmen in
First grade. Juana Stockdale. Ray per year Councilman Charles M Roy Wright will officiate at the
enter into an industrialization. ne cases of one
living 100 years.
cial fraternity.
Whittington, Gary Freeman, Randy son Baker pointed out last night ti
the eleven states bordering tne
service 2.00 p. m Saturday and
said.
Wilson, Danny Futrell. Loyd Alan only one winter uniform and o
Mississippi River
burial will be in the Maury City
Dr Steely was Introduced oy
McClure, Debra Miller. Sheree Mul summer uniform comes to at.
Currently he also has a sterling
cemetery
Henry Holton, president of the nun.
ler Brenda Overcast, Marylon Pres- al05 00
pitcher and a pastel drawing on disThe J H Churchill Funeral Home
William Cherry was a guest of
cott Earlerie Cooper, and Krista
The polies department as a wh
play In the Louisville Art ()enter
has charge of the arrangements.
E B Howton and Dr Donaia ?UttErwin
,vas reported hit* night as be: .g
Annual being held at the J. B.
ering of Cleveland. Onio was a
Second grade, Vickie Ann Work- $550 behind in pai`ing for unifon
Speed Museum In Louisville
guest of Robert Wyman James sit
man. Vickie Pat Lamb, Eddy Starks, I based on the $60 per man per yi r
Mr Furches will be graduated in
Lassiter had as his guest Arnold
Wayne Holsapple, Dale Brandon, allowance Pour new police offic .'s
June from Rechester Institute cot
'Martin Colonel Clough was a guest
Terry Orr, Evie Erwin. Roger Bran- were added last year and one t
Technology. Rochester. N Y. with
of Colonel Lance Bootn
t
don, Gary Herndon. and Rons3a! year Councilman Baker pointed
a Master of Fine Arts Degree in
Cases completed in the court of
Visiting Rotarian was A U Jackthat possibly this could have hi n
Wisehart.
Metaicratt.
Judge Robert 0. Miller this week
son of Pans. Tennessee
Third grade. Freda Brandon. Lin- avoided by closer attention, howe r
.He won first prize on a silver
Mr E A Lundquist of 1305 Overare as toilows.
pitcher in February at the Leans- bey Avenue passed away this morn- da Futrell, David Hall, Debbie Mil- he said that the basic difficult.) ss
Billy Rex Brandon, breacn of
t
yule Mid States Craft Musuem at ing at 7.00 o'clock at the age of 61. ler. Debbie Peal, Tarea Roach. and. that the clothing allowance is
the peace. Sheriff Woodrow Hintrealistic
Evansville, Indiana
He suffered a heart attack and Johnny Stockdale.
man Received four days in tne
The council voted $600 to co r
Fourth grade. Danny Herndon,
Porches is married to the former death came at the Murray Hospital.
county Jail.
all outstanding endebtedness on u
Jeanette Paschall and they nave
Mr Lundquist worked for the Jane Hughes. Donald Peal, Kevin
Charles Ray Guess. Paclucan, passforms and the indication was
t
four children.
Chicago Transit Company for 47 Cooper, Jill Craig, Marlene Gooch,;
ing on hill. State Police. ionea
Cathey Maddox. Jan Orr. Ronald' when the budget for the new )• 'in
years
and
and
retired
moved
to
$1000 and costs of $15.50.
up,
higher
is
drawn
that
ann al
a
Murray where he has lived for the Prescott, and Judy Winchester
U L Knight. Murray, uwi aFifth grade, Ruth Ann Barrow, ,Ilawance will be considered for re
past two years
mended to Breach of Peace. Deputy
department
police
personnel.
He was a member of the First Ann Mathis, Janice Brandon, Linda
W 0 Spencer. Fined $1 00 and
The council approved the u w
Methodist Church. a veteran of Lee. Reggie Coles. Melanie Lasaiter.'
High Yesterday
costs of Enna°.
64
Rehna Owen, Wanda Garret. David I. pe "Eisenhower- jacket for he
World War I and a Mason
Low Yesterday
Patricial Musto, Murray route two,
44
police department This will replace
Funeral services were held this
Survivors include his wife Mrs. Hill, Cynthia Cooper, Sharon Und7.15 Today
speeding, Deputy W. 0. spencer. afternoon at 2 o'clock for Mrs.
64
the longer jacket now In use.
Bessie Lundquist. three daughters, erwood. and Gerald Lumley.
Kentucky Lake. 7 am 3574, up
Fined $1000 and costs suspended.
Sixth grade, Peggy Forres, Brenda
Elnora Bailey 84. The rites were Mrs Robert Bear of Murray. Mrs
0.2. below dam 301 6, down 0.7.
William Staples, public drum officiated by Bro Henry Hargis at
Arnold Merbitz of River Forest. Bennett, Cathy Johnston, Jane:
FIVE DAY FORECAST
Sunset 6 41. sunrise 5:07.
Jailer 'Clyde Steele. Ten aays sri the New Concord Church of Christ.
Illinois. and Mrs Fred Paesel of Shoemaker. Sheila Mae Erwin, She- I
county Jail.
Burial aim in the New Concord Munich. Germany, one sister Mrs. lie Raspberry, Michael Lovins, ClerWestern Kentucky - Partly
John Wesley McCarty, Murray. cemetery
By Untied Press Internationa'
Lillian Quick of Chicago. two bro- ald Linn. and Jimmy Scruggs.
cloudy and mild through Saturday.
speeding. State Police. Fined smut/
Seventh grade, Larry Cooper,
Mrs Bailey died Wednesday after- thers. Alfred and Irvin. of Chicago,
The tone's-lLOLA:31M I .1- lIt
High today 70 to 75 Low tonight
and costs of $15.50
David Durham. Rickey Hill, Stan ed forecast for Kentucky. Saturd ty
noon at the Murray Hospital fol- and eight grandchildren
45 to 50
Eugene Tharpe, issuing and utter- lowing an extended illness
The funeral will be held at the Key, Carolyn Maddox. Jeannie Mil- through Wednesday issued by the
ing a cold and worthless cnecc
Pallbearers were James Hutchins, Beukema Funeral Home in Chitago ler. Pamela Roach, Jenne Winches- U. 8 Weather Bureau:
The 5 a in (ESTI temperatures:
amended to breach of tne peace, R. J. Phillips, Wybert Morris, Jesse with burial in the Fairmont Ceme- ter. and Paul Dunlap
Temperatures for the five-day
DAYLIGHT TIME starts officially at 2 a m. Sunday In theme
Louisville 52, Lexington 44, CovSheriff Rickman Made restitution Bowman, Canoe Hodges, and Pur- tery in Chicago.
Eighth grade. Kay Adams. La- period will average about five destates (black) as well as in a great many areaa and cities
ington 41. Bowling Green 43. Lonto Murray Livestock Company in dom Lassiter
Churchill Funeral creme Adams. Carol Barrow, Glenda grees above the Kentucky normal
H
The J
of other states. You lose an hour now, and get it bark, In
don 49. Evansville. Ind . 41 and
$258 66. fined $10.00 with costs suThe J H Churchill Funeral Home Home has charge of local arrange- Compton, Joe Dodd. and Larry Wil- of 00 Louisville nrotnal extrema
general, at 2 am. on Oct. 27.
(Ventral Press)
Huntington, W. Va., 50
spended.
son.
had charge of the arrangements.
71 and 48.
ments.
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NATIONAL
I sited Irem• laternatimial
AMERICAN LEAGUE

SPORE"

MSC Track And Gof Teams To
Defend Win Streaks Today

IF IT'S
SPORTS
NEWS WE
HAVE

I

IT

Murray State's track and golf
teams will attempt to extend rather
formidable win streaks here today
during a busy day of spring spurts
activities that also finds the baseball
and tennis teams in home action.

If Barber Really Can-Throw--Like'Manager
Claims He Might Pitch Orioles To Pennant

is better thin any time posted by a
Racer runner this season.

W
t.
NATIONAL REPHESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509 Tram
The Racer gullet's will try to make
9 5 .643
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Baltimore .
Southeast Missouri their third vicCtucago
SteiMenson Bldg. Detroit, Mich.
7 4 .636
%
tim of the season, having disPosed
K4116a5 City
9 6 .600
%
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for trim.mission as New York
of Austin Posy, 23-4, and Kentucky
6 5 .545
1 Vs
Second Class Matter.
Coach Bill Furgers on's track Wesleyan, 9%-2%, in earlier matBoston
6 6 .500 3
squad will be out for its 22nd con- ches.
7 8 .467
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20g, per Detroit
2al
secutive dual meet victory (since
IM neied I've. International
7 8 .467 2%
.nonth 85e. In Calloway and adjoining counum, per year, .4.50; else- Los Angeles
24-year old left-hander cap do the. is the hottest
pitcher in baseball 1960) when Middle Tennessee
If Steve Barber really can throw
Cleveland
where, $8.00.
5 6 455 lw
former and a surprising number of right now.
Cutchin Stadium for a night meet
Muinesota
6 9 .400 3as a strawberry through a locomotive AL experts think he might Just
alati
Strikes Out Seven
beginning at 7 o'clock while Buday
-Th• Outstanding Civic Asset of a Ceninsunity is She
Washington
. 4 9 208 4% why can't he pitch the Baltimore accomplish the latter.
Barber became the major leaguer' Hewitt's llnksmen seek their 13th
Orioles to the 1963 American League
Integrity cd its PlurrupsrparThursday's Results
pennant?
In any event, the 6-foot, 190- Ii rst four-game winner of 1963 straight (since 1961) dual match
LO6 Angeles 7 Detroit 5
FRIDAY — APRIL 26. 1963
pound left-hander. who was a week- Thursday night when he flame- victory in an afternoon showdown
Minnesota 3 Washington 0, night
Baltimore pitching coach Harry
end pitcher for the Orioles in 1962 three a typical game — allowing with Southeast Missouri.
Baltimore 3 Kan. City '1, 10 inn.,
Brecheen insists the home-grown,
when he was a private in the Army, seven has and striking out seven—
night
The baseballers, who took a 13to give the Orioles a 3-2 10-inning
iOnly iiaznes schechiled/
triumph over the Kansas City Ath- game win streak into Wednesday's
Today's Games
letics. The victory vaulted the Ori- OVC doubleheader with Weatarn,
Minnesota at Detroit, night
oles Into sole possession of first meet Lanibuth in • single ganmi
ny UNITED PRESS LNTERNATIONAL
Los Angeles at Baltimore, night
place and strengthened their claims heve at 3 o'clock today and the tenNEW YORK — Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller, criticizing Kansas City
at Washington. 2, tatto consideration as a season-long nis team hosts Western In a 2 0" %On arrow iratie e.srpolutoes.
President Kennedy's European nuclear defense policy:
night
clock battle of OVC net giants.
flag contender.
"'It is high time that Washington freed itself of the
(Only games scheduled)
Jack Kralick pitched a threeThe track squad is favored to add
delusion that it is possible to maintain a position of nuclear
S11411/day'S Gland
hitter to give the Minnesota Twins
another victory to its glossy track
monopoly which has already vanished."
Minnesota at Detroit
Arlen Friars Tonal% Damp
M I Mira Pre.,, Intermalema
a
3-0
victory
over the Washington
run average to 1.14. His two victories
record but Coach Furgerson refuses
Kansas City at Washington
They can second guess Walter
Senators and the Los Angeles Angel!
equal his entire total for the
to
take Middle lightly.
1961 hit four
Alston all they want but they'll
SCIENTIFIC PEST
MOSCOW — Undersecretary of State W. Averell Harri- Los Angeles at Baltimore
homers to down the Detroit
never accuse the strong, silent man- and 1962 seasons.
Tigers 7-5 in Thursday', only other
CONTROL
man. commenting on his meeting with Soviet Foreign MinLs- Cleveland at New York
The
Blue
Raiders
presently
Bailey
are
Drives
In Three
ager of the Los Angeles Dodgers of
Chicago at Boston
undefeated with dual meet wins'
ter Andrei Gromyko:
Ed Bailey drove in three runs with American League action
failing to stand up fur a player he
All
Work
and Service
NATION AL LEAGUE
In the National League, the San over Tennessee Tech and Sewanee
a homer and a single and Orlando
-We have talked about events in Laos. We both assured Team
Performed by
W I_ P,11.
Francisco Giants beat the St Louis and a triangle meet victory over
Cepeda
knocked
each other that our governments are determined to do all Ht. Louis
in a pair with a
10 6 .6311
A case in point today is Ron FairCardinals 8-4, the New York Mete Tech and
TERMINIX COMPANY
Austin Posy.
they can to assure the independence and neutrality of Laos." San Francisco
ly, 24-year old Georgian, also has boater and a double to lead the
10 6 625
edged the Chicago Cuba, 3-2, the
Giants'
10-hit
Pittsburgh
attack. Bob Bolin,
5 615
bounced around beta een outfield
For Information Only Call
Bill Gibson's recent discus throw
Houaton Colts downed the Milwauand first base the last two years but who pitched 4% innings in relief of
10
7 S68
DOLA. W. Va. — Steve Cannonico. vice president of the Los Angeles
Billy O'Dell before retiring in the kee Braves 7-5, and the Los Angeles effort of 1579,a" gives the Blue
Milwaukee
who
9
8
almost
.5-11
alaays
somewhere for
Clinchfield Coal Co., referring to the families of 22 men
Dodgers defeated t he Cincinnati
Raiders a considerable advantag
Philadelphia
7
Alston. He's short on glamour but face of a ninth-inning Cardinal ral- Reds,
7 500 2
e
CO.
7-1.
trapped by an explosion inside the firm's No. 2 mine:
Chicago
7 9 438
the thing Alston likes about him fls ly, received credit for his first vicIn that event while Larry Ladd's
3
Gentile's
Mans,, Ky.
Homer
7S3-3161
Wins
'They seem to be taking it well. They appear hopeful New York
tory.
The WM put the Giants in a
6 9 400
3,4 that
Barber. 9-6 last season, gained time of :31.9 iii thesZaryard dash
:hat their relatives will be found safe."
Ciricuinati
Fairly was hitting only .200 after tie with the cardinals for first plane
5 8 385
3).2
victory No. 4 of 1963 when Jim
In the NL
Houston
5 12 294
10
games
this
season
5Ii
but hes colTriples by Ernie Fazio and Rusty Gentile belted relief pitcher John
Thursday's Resells
COLUMBIA, S.C. — Atty. Gen. Robert- F. Kennedy. urglected 11 has in his last 24
at bats
for a .458 average and it's no co- Staub were the big blows of a five- 0:yatt for a 10th-inning homer. Al
ing University of South Carolina law students to take the New York 3 Chicago 2
San Francisco 8 St Louis 4
incidence that the Dodgers seem to run seventh-inning rally that gave :Smith's two-run homer had prolead in handling racial problems:
Houston 7 Milwaukee 5
be straightening away with three Houston's Don Nottebart his third waled the Orioles a ith their other
-If we don't make material progress, the extremists on Los Angeles
7 Cincinruitt 1
straight victories and five wins in wan without a lose, Doei McMahon two runs.
both sides will take over. It's not always easy for the most
Kralick. who had lost his first
finished up for the Colta — the
.only games scheduled)
211-GAL APPROVED GARBAGE CAN
their last six games
$2.37
pleasant thing, but progress must be led by people like
third straight time he has preserved three 1963 decisions allowed only
Teday's Games
sir PULL 1., INCH GARDEN HOSE
Fairly drove in four runs with
a
1217
yourselves."
Philadelphia at Chicago
24 INCH PORTABLE BARBECUE GRILL
homer, double and single Thursday a win for Nottebart. Bob Aspro- one Senator base-runner to go as
87 99
CincInnati at Houston. night
'BLACK AND DECKER', INCH DRILL
night as the Dodgers downed the monte and Joe Torre homered for far as third and struck out five
$12.88
batters. Kralick tripled and scored
New York at Pittsburgh. night
Cincinnati Rods 7-1 to give ex-New the Braves.
The stardust-touched Meta won the Twins' first run on a single by
PAINT ROLLER AND TRAY Mc
St. Louis at Los Angeles, night
York Met nghthander R. L Miller
their sixth game in seven tries with Lennie Green in the third inning.
Milwaukee at San Francisco, night i1-12 in 1962i his second
victory of the
HEAVY HEDGE SHEARS
aid of Roger Craig s seven-hit I Rich Rollins homered for the Twins.
V 19
Saturday's Gaines
the season.
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Leon Wagner hit two homers and
pitching and the slugging of Frank
Cincinnati at Houston. night
GARDEN HOSE HANGER
Grants nett Cards
65e
Ken Hunt and Bob Rodgers one
New York at Pittsburgh
The San Francisco Giants whip- Thotnae a no drove in all thrte New
each
to
York
lead.
Al.dr,
a
runs
10-hit
...a J. 6.11:er, age 80. pa_ssed
a
Los
Angela;
RURAL
ith
a
single
and
MAIL
a
ye,terda„
homBOXES
Philadelp
. at his
ped the St Louis Cardinals 8-4,
hia at Chicago
12.4.9
the er Dick Ellsworth
, a ho yielded , attack that brought relief pitcher
home on Murray route one He was a member of the Union St Lows at Los Angeles. night
Houston - Colts defeated the
Mil- three runs and
GARDEN BOW RAKES
Julio
Navarro
second
his
win.
The
ox
hits
in
22.89
seven
Grove Church of Christ.
Milwaukee at San Francisco
waukee Braves 7-5 arid the
New innings, suffered
loser was Hank Aguirre. who was
the loss.
CAULKING COMPOUND
York Mets beat the Chicago
Five women employees of the Ryan Milk Company nar3 for fOle
Cubs
tagged for five runs and six hit,
—
3-2. in Thursday's other National
rowly escaped serious injury yesterday evening in a carPINT SIZE PLASTIC FREEZER
I
in three innings.
BOXES
League action
10 for Sae
truck accident as they were returning to their homes.
2-GAL GASOLINE CAN
In the American
$1.36
League, the RaiALUMINUM GRASS STOP
Lonnie Jones passed away at his home on South Fourth
Urnore Orioles scored a 3-2, 10-in40 /2.19
WHITE SEAMLESS CLOSET SEATS
Street this morning following a lengthy illness.
$2.66
11 I Vim oist the EaDA&I.- City
FOR CORRECT_
Ttre-COTIOStarC&iTty -raraTist YouTh—TiallF will be held
Athletics, the 3iLlinesota Twins
4 NYLON PAINT BRUSHES
Federal State Market News tiersshut
Na
at the Sinking Springs Baptist Church Saturday night.
Out the Washington Senators
•
3-0 Ice. Friday, April 26 Kentucky Pur5-QT. PLASTIC PAINT PAIL
and the Los Angeles Angels
—
topped chase-Area Hog Market Report inthe Detroit Tigers
cluding
7-5
9 buying stations Estimated
PAINT ROLLER 00VCR
DAY OR NIGHT
Hee:tots 1,610. Barrows and gilts
John Ftoseboro and Willie
PLASTIC DROP CLOTHS
Davis
steady
No 1, 2 and 3 180 to MO lbs.
Kentucky Lake League
joined Fairly in hitting
homers to $13.25 to $1355. Yea No 1 190
•
April 22.. 1963
to
ice
help hand 2I-game winner Joey Jay
220 lbs. $13.50 to $1400 No. 2 and 3
of the Reds his fourth consecuti
Cathey Contractor
ve 235 to 270 lbs $1225 to $1330. No 1.
11438
loss of 1963 Miller, the hard
West Side Barber Shop
luck
75, 484
2 and 3 150 to 175 lbs $i075 to
pitcher of the hard luck Meta last
Lindsey s
72 52 ,
$1330 No 2 and 3 SOWS 400 to 600
01
season, went the distance
with
All Jersey
a
lbs. 1110.50 to $1125 No 1 and 2 MO
70 54
"YOUR INDEPENDENT RETAIL HARDWA
five-bitter and lowered his earned
RE STORE"
Martin Oil
68
56
to 400 lb.. $1100 to $1223
Peoples Bank
57
67
, Tucker Realty
64
60
Tidwell Paint
64 60
Row land Refrigeration
60 64 1
,ROTC
5466 ,
Btlbrey s
,Bank of Murray
55 69
BONDED ROOFING k WATER PROOFING
Purdoin s Inc.
..
50 '74
Taylor Motors .Dodgei
50 '74
Jerry's Drive Inn
49 '75
C W.A. Local
49
75
- Free Estimates High Ind. Single Game Scratch
Robert Etherton
. 731
L0( 111, REFERENCES • LI( ESsED a BONDED
U. L. Knight
.. 223
Marvin Swann
.... 214
(all Celled Cliapel 7-3216 - Mayfield. HY
High lad. Three Games Scratch
Paul Ragsdale
... 590
'ABOVE ALL" YOU NEED A GOOD ROOF'
Dennis Barden
. 581
Vernon Ftney
574
Wet Ind. Single Gaine with He.
Robert ElAtErtOn
. 261
Bobby McDowell .
247
C I. Klaght
244
High lad. Three Games with Hr.
Paul Buchanan
645
L Knight
644
Edward Hale
..
High Team Single Gaasamilli IS.,
Rowland Refrigeration
1961j
High Team Three Games wttb
Jerry s Drive Inn
1991
Tep Ten lad. Averages
James Neale
• ••
..... 181 ,
Bob Wright
177
Hatton Garner
177 I
Paul Ragsdale
175'
Bobby Joe Wade
174
Dennis Barden ,
174
Red Doherty
174

Quotes From The News

Silent Walt Alston Will Stand
Up For A Ball Player He Likes

$5000 GUARANTEE
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PEOPLES BANK
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Starks Hardware

Read The Ledger's Classifieds

CHRYSLER/AMERICA'S NEWTPACE-SEITE0

KLAPP BUILT UP ROOFING
CONTRACTORS

I

MIDNITE
SHOW
TONITE ONLY

SPPROVED

(,arbage Can

HER DAY BEGINS AT NIGHT!

MANSFIELD

173
173

I. SI.

-I

:
e l JAYNE

174.

George Hodge
Ross McClaui

SPECIAL —

Admission — — — — All Seats 75e
Doors Open 11 p.m. — Show Starts 1115
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i

(Jar) McClure
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SOME LIKE IT HOT. SOME.LIKE IT COOL.

If you like go with your style, you'd, be wise
to go Chrysler 300. Th'is trend-setting beauty
has been really proving itself in the world
of
sports car performance..
First' came the tough, man-and-machin
eeainst-time rally successes—Contital
Diode Rallx, Darod Boone Rally, Abornina
rk.
Snow Rally., Now, this bucket-seat bea,,ti
t§
been chosen to pace the pack at the I nd na po I s
"5r)r Memorial Di/
And Chrysler performance is on? y half the story.

This Crisp. custom-iookirg Pace-Setter is
inch a town car whenever the occasion
demands. Hushed gine. Deep. hitrke*•seat
comfort. Thick, door-to-door carpeting. That's
standard equipment. too. And, of course.
Smerica's longest and best new-car warranti•
Is part of pier,/ Chrysler 300 package-5 years
or'
41 OCC rriIe-.J
See Inc -tre" that rtt the pace. Performancemirded 300, •••_ore—al Nnwnort, luxurious
hicw Yorker. At you,
dult:er's- nowl
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TAYLOR MOTORS. INC.
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Hutson Chemical Can Fill All Of
Calloway Farmer's Fertilizer Needs!!
Soil Test Requirements Can

re Torahs Damp

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Just what the best fertil1,.is and how to combine it to
provide the best plant food wi bring a number of argu.
ments. Some say liquid, some say dry, others say it should
be ammoniated, while others insist that the phosphates
should be water soluble, and trace elements are a must.
Whatever the right solution might be, perhaps no one
knows at the present time, however one thing is certain,
Hutson Chemical Company can provide fertilizer to the
desires of the customer.
It has been proved in recent years, that a soil test for
a particular area of land to be planted should be made. In
•
this way the farmer can learn just exactly what kind of
plant food he will need to grow crops most efficiently.
Here is where Hutson Chemical Company can serve the
farmer best. The soil test indicates just what percentage
of the various elements are needed for a particular piece of
ground. In other words a "prescription" is written calling
for a certain percent of nitrogen, phosphate and potash.
Hutson Chemical can fill this prescription so that a farmer
gets exactly what his particular soil needs, as indicated by
the soil test.
Highly diversified, Hutson Chemical Company provides
•
fertilizer to the farmer, according to his prescription. If
trace elements are desired, these are added. If water soluble phosphates are wanted, then soluble phosphates are
used. Insecticides such as Aldrin are added when needed.
If a farmer wants liquid fertilizer, these are supplied,
again in a "prescription-like" manner.
If it is a mixture of "straight" nitrogen, phosphates
and potash that is required, this can be produced, or it can
be ammoniated.
Dan Hutson, owner of the firm, said that "our principal
41/
purpose is to provide the farmer with the fertilizer he needs,
in the form he wants, at the cheapest price".
In order to carry out the above, Hutson Chemical has
installed machinery which can provide the farmer with
taactly_ivhat
wants...1u any _eomhination, dry blend,..
liquid, or ammoniated grades.
During the past winter Hutson Chemical expanded to
add high capacity machinery which mixes and bags the
dry fertilizers,Tthis expansion doubled the capacity of the
plant and it can now put out 30 tons of fertilizer per hour,
1.)
either bagged or in bulk.
Dan said that he tries to look as far ahead as possible in
order that the basic materials will always be on supply.
These materials are purchased from the mines or production points all over the United States and an effort is always
put forth to insure that proper materials will be on hand
when the need arises.
With the machinery now in operation at Hutson Chemical Company, a farmer need not worry about getting the
proper plant food Sometimes 46 per cent phosphate may be
used, sometimes 60 per cent, but whatever the fertilizer
1
needs might be, Hutson can fill them in the most economical manner.
Dan Hutson is the first one to admit that it takes a
trained and loyal group of people to make the company produce what it dbes.
Billy Smith is in the front office of the plant, on hand
to take orders for fertilizer, agree on delivery dates. etc.
Billy is well qualified for this position because he is a farmer himself and knows just what problems the farmer faces.
Long time active in FFA work and having grown up on
a farm, he has a working knowledge of farming, fertilizer,
probable needs per acre, etc Bill has been with the firm for
three years and soon learns the desires and needs of the
customer.
In the plant itself Edmund Collie, with eight years of
experience behind him, is the plant superintendent. He is
responsible for directing the various Operations, and filling
specifit orders.
W. B. Sledd, with the firm for seven years, is Chief of
the Spreading Operations with seventeen pieces of spreading
4 equipment under his direction.
Charles Houston, with four years experience, is Chief of
Outside Maintenance, in charge of keeping the outside
equipment in operating condition.
Billy Houston is the Night Shift Foreman and has been
with Hutson for the past four years.
Rommel Kirks, Chief Tractor Driver, has been at the
plant for ten years, and skillfully and quickly loads the
bagging and mixing machinery for fast service.
Dan says that with the new expansion, the •trained men
•
with whom he works, and the large bulk storage capacity
of the plant, the company can fill any order The company
has 3,500 tons of bulk storage and 28,000 gallons liquid
fertilizer storage, not counting the volume which would be
taken up by the seventeen spreaders.
•

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
it
i
WHATEVER YOUR SOIL TEST.
'PRESCRIPTION'
WE CAN FILL IT NOW

ethlizer

Ky.

•

Fertilizer Is
Offered In
Three Forms
Hutson Chemical Company has
three primary processes for the
production of fertilizer to fit the
prescription needs of the individual
farmer for his own particular land.
Whatever the soil test requirements call for, Hutson can fill the
prescription with whatever process
the farmer desires.
The three processes are:
1 The mixing of straight materials to fill the soil test requirements The materials used are nitrogen. phosphate, and potash.
2. The chemical compounding of
fertilizer through an ammoniation
process. where ammonia is added to
materials to bring about a chemical change
3 Liquid fertilizer, which can also
be mixed to specific needs.
"Since retailing to Calloway
County farmers is 96 per cent of
our business". Dan says, "We maintain all three of these processes to
give the farmer exactly what he
wants
With all three, soil test requirements can be met. Which one he
takes is purely up to the farmer, he
said.
In order to make the use of fertilizer as convenient as possible, the
firm has three truck spreaders and
fourteen trailer spreaders, which
may be drawn by truck or tractor.
The truck spreaders have ground
wheel drive, so that as the truck
speeds up, the distribution of fertilizer L. speeded up also If the
truck. sieves—sierwri, so does the distribution of fertilizer
The trailer spreaders have two
and one-half ton capacity and operate in the same manner.
The liquid fertilizer !Sailer spreaders are rent free and hold three
thousand pounds of fertilizer. They
are serviced right in the field to
make it more convenient for the
farmer and to save him valuable
time
A primary concern of Hutson
Chemical is to see that farmers are
able to obtain the fertilizer they
want, regardless of the plant food
requirements they might need
As a further precaution, they have
large storage capacity, and have •
varied operation. They feel that
they will never let the farmer down
when he needs a certain type of
fertilizer at a certain time.
This calls for thinking ahead too
on some of the ingredients, because
when the weather is right to apply
fertilizer, then the rush is on. With
the precise weighing machinery used by the company, proper plant
food requirements are available at
all times, even If materials of varying percentages are used.

Know-How Is Needed
For Production
Supplying fertilizer for an entire
county and even beyond is no small
task and modern up-to-date machinery must be used. During the past
winter considerable building w as
accomplished and new machinery
was added to make this Job of
supply possible.
The principal addition to the
plant machinery at Hutson Chemical Company was to the mixing and
bagging operation. The ammoniating plant was sufficient and the
liquid fertilizer operation was sufficient, but the machinery used to
mix and blend straight materials
was short on capacity.
This situation was corrected by
adding the three story piece of
equipment which is a marvel of
accuracy and production and which
served to double the capacity.
This is the machine which makes
filling soil test requirements with
dry materials possible.
Materials are fed into a large
hopper where they are moved to a
hammer mill and crushed to the
proper usable size for the fields.
They are then moved to the scales
which accurately weigh exactly
what is needed. ‘Arhen all the materials are weighed and moved to
the large mixing drum, they are
thoroughly mixed, then taken by
the elevator to a point where the
fertilizer can be bagged, or shunted
to the outside to be loaded in bulr.
The same machinery is used to
crush the ammoniated fertilizer, and
bag it or load in bulk.

"That's right. Hutson can fill

Lt!?3.1

your requirements down to the
last pound of plant food, ac—a -

-Jlasmakaa.

cording to your soil test."

(

SERVICE TO
CALLOWAY FARMERS
IS THE CONCERN OF
HUTSON CHEMICAL COMPANY

COMPLETELY EQUIPPED
* LARGE STORAGE CAPACITY
* ALL BASIC AND TRACE MATERIALS
* THREE BASIC PROCESSES
* TRUCK AND TRAILER SPREADERS
1

OUR POLICY: "TO PROVIDE THE FARMERS WITH THE FERTILIZER HE NEEDS
IN THE FORM HE WANTS IT -- AT THE CHEAPEST PRICE."

HUTSON CHEMICAL
COMPANY, INC.
Railroad Avenu,

sr 753-1933
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Dear Abby ..

From The Front Office!
AAUW Book Group
Meets At Home Of
Miss Beth Broach

OUEEN ELIZAdOWS COUSIN, Princess Alexandra of Kent,
and her bridegroom, the Hon. Angus Ogilvie, son of the Earl
of Airlie. are shown at a royal film performance prior to
their April 24 a edsling in Westminster Abbey in London.

1

MURRAY LOAN CO.
MI W. Nada III.,
Telephows PL E-ROE

I
"T•UR 140111 1-•WIIED LOAN 00.
"
'enes

E.O.M. SALE
* GIRL:1?
)EPT. *

BAYS' DErlit
;
*

WOOL

SUITS'
1/2

PANTS

PLUS $
PRICE
1

WHITE

SHIRTS

SUMMER DRESSES
COAT DRESSES
SWEATER DRESSES
1/3 off

ETON

SUITS

v3off.

ONE TABLE OF MISCF.LLANEOt S ITEMS
DRASTICALLY REDt(ED

$1°°

Lad & Lassie
HAZEL HIGHWAY

MURRAY Driveln Theatre.
()Pt

-- 6

N
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•

and

sTaRT ---- DI'sK
SATURDAY

*

2 BIG HITS!!
PLUS LATE SHOW

-

STARTING AT 12:00 P.M.
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- NO. 2 .
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Mesdames Schmidt
And Wolfson Are
Leaders At Meet

The Creative Arts Department of
the Murray Woman's Club held its
regular monthly meeting at the club
house on Monday morning at nine
o'clock.
Mrs. Annette Schmidt and Mrs.
A. M. Willson directed the group
in
the continuation of t h e enamel
projects with the use of the new
kiln purchased by the department.
The chairman. Mrs Ea Douglas,
presided Mrs. dell Peterson. secreMISS MITZI LERMONDE ELLIS
tary, read the minutes and Mrs.
Mr
and
Mrs Milne C. Ellis of Murray announce the engagement of
Buford Hurt, treasurer, gave the
their daughter, Mitzi Lentil/6de. to Lt. Johnny Daniel Parker, son of
financial report.
Mr.
Refreshments were served to and Mrs. Johnny D. Psirker of Murray.
those present.
Miss Ellis IA a freshman at urra,y State College and a member
• • •
at
ELN_E.A.

DEAR ABBY: One of my sons

TOE WetI
nut TUT
SP011 FS tat
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Plus This Big Late Show
At No Extra Charge
_
3

To Be Read
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RADE VAQU E

C I N Cs
Tuesday thru Saturday
8 till 12
No Cover Charge
Ladies Invited

RO!

'62 OLDSMOBILE

'58 FORD

61 CADILLAC

'57 MERCURY
'57 PLYMOUTH

'60 PONTIAC

Star Chief 4-Dr. Sedan.
Double power, one owner, local car.
white with blue interior. She's all
wool and a yard wide.

, OLDSMOBI
LE
0

88 4- Door, Double
power, air-conditioner, tinted glass,
one owner local car. Spring time all
year 'round.

'60 MERCURY

4-Door, One owner local car, well equipped. She's a black
sheep.

'59 FORD

Galaxie 2-Door
with beige interior. It's a
man's dream car!

'59 RAMBLER
':)9 FORD
'59 FORB

4-Door Hardtop. Well equipped, red and white. Local car, sharp
as a brier.

4-Dr. Pink and white,
local car Clean a.s a hound's tooth.

2-Dr. 6-('yl. Standard
transmission. Nice.
Only $495

'55 BUICK
'55 FORD
engine

super 4-Door. Fair. $199.9
5

2-Door. Rough, with a good
Only $149.95

55
'55 BUICK
'55 PONTIAC
'54 OLDS
'54 FORD
'51OLDS
$11.95
WC ALL1S-CHALMERS TRACTOR
ONLY $299,95

PONTIAC 4-Dr. Fair.
Only $149.95
4-Dr.

Nice

4-Dr. Nice

White
young

4-Door. Light blue, blue
Interior. She's clean as new.

"ENTERTAINMENT i•
* Vol LIKE IT"
featuring
DOME DOWDY
Vocalist and Trumpeter
with
JOE BANNANA and
HIS BUSCH
"Music With A Peel"

ILF.Goodrich

in flaming COLOR!

Sedan De Ville. Full
power, factory air. Tenn. car, sharp
a.s a brier.

PLEASE!

Fo REST FIRES

BIJIIONS

88 4 -Dr. Hardtop.
Power steering and brakes, factory
air-conditioning, new set of tires,
low milage car. Clean as new.

The wedding will take place Sunday, June 16.
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Mr. Swann served four years in the United States Navy and attende
d
Murray State College.

COLY YOU
•004/(4,10

$3.99

The P-F on the heel stands for
POSTURE FOUNDATION rigid widg• that decreases foof
and leg strain ... helps youngsters run their fastest longed
Bring in the children for P-F
Flyers todayl

ROBERT TAYLOR • AVA GARDNER
HOWARD KEEL

4
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ON THE HEEL!

Master Sergeant and Mrs Robert
The wedding will take place June 23rd at the First Christian Church
Farley of Sewart Air Force Base.
.
Tennessee, spent the weekend with Murray.
her sister and husband. Mr and
Mrs Hugh Parris, 1400 John=

.P.13 LOUDEST LAUGHING
9
, Hirt''-

••

Now

•••

"TO‘WITHOUT PITY"
! SHOCKER!

• e

FS

For a personal reply, write to

Lt. Parker is a 1962 graduate of Murray State College and is presently
stationed at Denton Missile Site, Denton, Texas with the United
States
Army. He is a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.

eq.
Mr and Mrs Oliver Cherfe. and
daughter Janice Miss Carol= Outaid -itile-Hakiara Sue Brandon spent the spring vacation at
Daytona Beach, Fla, The Cherrys
also visited Mr and Mrs Elmer
Brown of Winter Park. Fla.. former
Army friends, and
.went sightseeing
in St Augustine
•••
Jerry Spelght. Joe Pat Barnett
Stanley Parker, Wesley Kelly, and
Jimmy Outland spent their spring
vacation at Daytona Beach. Fla.
•••
Mrs Del Douglas is spending two
weeks with her parents. Mr and
Mrs. Harold Spesrht, and brother.
Jerry SpeIght The Douglas' are
moving from Summerville.
where he was employed by the
Doane Appraisal Company, to Pleasant Prairie. Wisconsin. shere he
will be the assessor and supervisor
of the building inspection department of the township of Pleasant
Prairie, Wisconsin.
• ••
Dr. and Mrs Harry U. Whayne
and children, Lynn and Laura. have
returned home after a week's visit
with Mrs is,"hayne's brother and
family. Mr and Mrs. John Paul
Butterworth and children. Randy,
Nancy, and Kim, of Melbourne, Pia.

LOOK FOR THE

•••

Its the ne,
entertainment
miracle,
with all those
•
wonderful
songsthat are
sweeping
the country!

ooti•r Caternder

•

• W

it

Red
Blue
Jean
Stripe
Black
White

DAY!
Cafritell TO
and Saturday

Saturday, April 37th
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have its
luncheon meeting at the club house
at noon sith Miss Mary Lassiter.
Mesdames C B. Lowry, Henry McKenzie. J. -I. Houck, and Leonard
Vaughn.
MISS ANNETTE CLARK
•• •
Monday, May 13th
Mr and Mrs Curtis B Clark of Sheybyville. Ky .-annourice
the enThe practice meeting for the in- gagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter. Annette. to
stallation of
officers of the William Donald Swarm, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing G. Swann of Murray
Murray High P-T A. has been
.tiaruted from May the 5th. The
Miss Clark Is attending Murray State College 'and is vice-president
meeting is set fat 7:30 pm: at the Alpha
of
Alpha chi chapter of Kappa pi, naUorial art fraternity.
scitool.

1.•••• ••••
iorl•••••••1
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DEAR ABBY: You were wrong
when you said "the customer Is always right" in regard to the airconditioning in a restaurant. It is
far easier to get customers than It
is to get a good waitress. If the
waitress wants it cooler, we make it
cooler. And we serve hot coffee for
the customers who need it.
IN BUSINESS 30 YEARS
•••
DEAR ABBY: Just read the complaint front CHILLED. I have been
ANXIOUS MOTHER
air-conditioning engineer f or
years so can speak with some auDEAR MOTHER: Psychiatrists
thority on the subject. In eating tell as that many youngst
ers steal
places where the hostess stands still money because they feel cheated
of
she Is cold. The waitress who rushes love or affection. The
money fills
around is hot. The customers are the real or imagined void.
Your son
both cold and hot. The younger ones appears to need professi
onal help.
who get up and dance are hot.
•••
On ships, the woman with the baby
CONFIDENTIAL TO DISAPsays you are giving her baby pneumoms The man in the next state- POINTED FATHER: If yen will
room says it is so stifling he is get- pull a few wires while your children
are growing up, you won't have to
ting seasick.
pail any strings to get them into a
Nuts to everybody!
"good" college. iSuggested wires to
WALT, THE SOURPUSS
pull: television, hl-fl and teleENGINEER
phone,)
•• 6

S

Dill 1000 UK PAS Anflu!E *OAT
LOVE LAE UAW

PERSONALS

Abigail Van Duren

• ••

SUSAN HAYWARD
•

THE

•••

ra

•••

PERSONALS

ABBY, Box 3365, Beverly Hills,
California and include a sell-addressed, stamped envelope. Abb y
answers ALL mail.
•• •
For Abby's booklet, -How To Have
A Lovely Wedding, send 50 cents to
Abby, Box 3365, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp
spent the weekend with her calisin,
Mrs. (Retie Bidwell of Owensboro.
They were ac,ompanied home by
George Medley, student at Murray
has been taking money from my State College, who had spent the
Easter vacation with his family In
purse since childhood. He is now
and is about to graduate from high Owenaboro.
school. We are still unable to leans
money around without having It
VIP
"disappear." He seldom admits to
taking it, but there is no questidh
about his gum. we've tried reasoning with him, punishing him seal
even increasing his allowance.
Nothing works. Can you suggest any
other methods to break him of this
habit?

Ellis-Parker Engagetnent

Miss Beth Broach was hostess at
her home on South Sixteenth
Street for the meeting of the Book
Group of the American Association
of University Women held on Tuesday evening at seven-thirty o'clock.
"Japanese Flower Arrangements"
was the title of the book which was
reviesed by Mrs Barbara Harvel.
She also demonstrated by making
some floser arrangements.
Special guest was Mrs. Gray of
Louisville who spoke to the group
on organizing a "Friends of Library
Club" here in Murray and Callow-ay
County Mrs. Macon Blankenship.
Mrs.'Evon Kelly, and Mrs Ewing
Swann of the Murray-Calloway
County Library were also present.
The hostess, assisted by her
mother. Mrs. Will Broach. served
refreshments to the sixteen persons
present.

• II

Station Wagon 4-Door. Blue
and white, local car. She's sharp
4-Door. Green and white,
well equipped Slick a.s a whistle.

88 4-Dr. Nice

5399.95

$349.95

$224.95

4-Dr. 6-Cyl. Straight
shift,
the economy car!
Only $148.85
2-Door. Fair

- A NICE SELECTION OF NEW CARS, WITH AIR
ANI) WITHOUT See A. C. SANDERS - WELLS PURDOM, JR. or BENNI
E JACKSON

SANDERS-PURDOM MOTOR SALES
MURR
1406 Main Street

•••

_

AY, KENTUCKY

Phone PL 3-5315

•
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Beverly Hills,
1de a self-adivelope, Abby

&

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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oly Hills, Calif.
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a
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his faintly in
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SMALL

GARDEN TRACTOR with
breaking plow, disc, and cultivator.
Approximately 3 or 4 h.p. Clinton
engine. $125. See Bobby Coles, 4th
house on right past McCarty's Truck
Stop, or call 492-2560.
tfno

.15-H.P. JOHNSON OUTBOARD
motor. Has Just been overhauled.
Call or see Glenn Harris at Thurman Furniture.
Una
SHADED LOT ON SOUTH 11th
Extended 75'3E343'. $2150. Phan* PL
3-1990.
a37p

•

14' ALUMINUM BOAT, MOTOR,
and trailer. 21' deep freeze. 118
acre farm, 2 modern houses. 9 miles
fleiorthesat Murray. 753-4581.
.a3Op
NICE 1955 CHEV. 000D AS NEW.
2 door green and white, 6 cylinder,
straight drive, good tires. See at
1103 Poplar or call PL 3-3213. a36p
GOOD UPRIGHT PIANO. CAN BE
seen at 406 North 12th after 6 p.m.
a36c

It THE

WANTED: RESPONSIBLE PARTY
to take over low monthly paymenta
Son a Spinet piano. Can be seen
locally. Write Credit Manager, P.O.
Box 215, Shelbyville, Indiana. aElp

S

*ELI

t •

47 ACRES OF LAND WITH 4 Room
house, good well water 30 acres good
bottom land fenced 7 burley tobacco
base. Ott good road. mail, milk and
school bus route. Can be bought for
$7,000. with $2,000 down and balance in notes Possession with deed.
*NICE LOT WITH 4 ROOM furnished cottage on lake near the water.
All modern. Worth the money.
W. H. BROWN REAL ESTATE,

Murray, Ky., telephone 753-3432, res. bedroom home which haa a des
753-1311.
a29c which could be used as a third bedroom. It Is plastered throughout and
SYLVANIA 21" CONSOLE Televialso has a living room, extra largel
sion. Late model, in good condition.
bath, dining room, extra nice kitAlso Royal office typewriter in good
chen and utility, attached garage
condition. Claude Allred. Route 5,
with a covered breezway and patio..
438-3491.
a29p
The price of $15,750 includes all wall
to wall carpet, curtains and drapes,
The Murray Municipal Housing
2 air conditioners and Westinghouse
Commission will offer for sale two
houses for sale on Industrial Road, automatic laundry Also, beautiful
fireplace.
south of the National Luniber Company at 1:00 pm. on April 29. 2 BEDROOM FRAME WITH asHouses must be torn down and not bestos siding located 1 block
from
moved within the corporate limits of college on South 15th St
This home
the city of Murray. Thirty days will Is in vary good condition
and has
be given to move the houses from many extras not normally seen in
a
the lot.
a27c home in this price range. $9,200.
VERY NICE 3 BEDROOM FRAME
-10
- 60, ALLIS CHALMERS Tractor, with full basement and central heat.
tools: trailer, $800 00. Phone 753- Has large screened in front porch
1911.
a27p and is situated on large corner lot
directly across the street from the
Murray Hospital $10,700.
TRACTOR DRAWN BIRCH TWOWE HAVE SEVERAL NICE Farms
row corn drill. Good condition. Call
for sale ringing in size from 41
0. L. Cain Jr., 753-3537.
arc
acres to 330 acres and located on all
sides of the county.
SPINET PIANO FOR SALE BY
Mo. Musical Instrument Distr,
, Inc. ALSO. WE CONTEND TO HAVE
Small payments. May be seen local- the most beautiful building lots to
ly. Please write immediately. Mis- be seen anywhere in this area. We
souri Musical in Hampton Village, have one building site with 32 acres
and a good well which can be pur
5837 Chippewa, St. LOC/ii 9, Mo
a.27c chased for $2,700. This site is located
on higheay 94.
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LOST & FOUND
FOUND-THE WAY OF SALVAtion. Come hear Bill Hatcher at
7:00
P.M. April 24-may 1 at the
College Church of Christ.
a27c

NOTICE
ARE YOU LOST? COME REAR
Bill Hatcher in a series of CloWel
Meetings at the College Church at
Christ, April 24-May 1 at 7:00 P.M.
salic
WRINKLE LOTION REMOVES
wrinkles around the eyes in two
minutes. Ask your own beauty operator.
ado
ARE YOU WEARY? COMB TO the
College Church of Christ, April 24May 1 and let Bill Hatcher tell yelu
how God can give you rest.
aRks
S
-PECIAL - SHOE SALE - BARgains and bargains $2.00 US $5.00 •
pair, In ba.serrimit of Murray Hatchery.
na2c

SERVICES

HONEYMOONING - Hero of
the bobbysox set, Ricky Nelson, singer sun of Harriet
and Ozzie Nelson of TV
fame, and his bride, the former lErta Harmon, daughter
of former ill-American footballer Torn Harmon, pose in
the doorway of a plane In
New York en route to a Bahamas honeymoon. The two

OF Fl 4.ECI

PRACTICAL NURSING, DAYS.
Experienced, references. Can furnish own transportation. Mrs. ChrisUSED AND REBUILT BA I I ERIES, SEE US FOR ALL OF YOUR
Real
tine Garland. 489-2520, if no answer
0.00 and up exchange. 6 month estate needs.
call after 6.00 p.m.
warranty. Your Interstate Battery
Distributor. North 4th, Murray
PURDOM & THURMAN Agency,
is27c Inc., 407 Maple St. Phone
753-4451.
WANTk
a.77c I
-J
BRICK vinsrgER ON NORTH 18th
St 5 rooms with carport, nice deep
CLEARING WORK. I Haft bush
FEMALE HELP WANTED
lot, can be used as erther a 2 or a 3
and bog tractor. If you need any
bedroom 811.500
rough land worked call 753-1435.
ROMAN BRICK & REDWOOD ON FOUR WOMEN
a2lp
WANTED, UNDER Witten Lovins.
Whanell Avenue. This is a quality 2 50 Call at Boone Laundry.
a29c
-- WANTED TO BUY

"
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"MUMS"
Cuttings are ready! Planting now
will give large blooming plants
early.

11 -

"CLOSEOUT"
SALE ON ALL HOUSE PLANTS
lec up

- HI "GARDNER
SERVICE"
For summer months. Me can take
six homes.

CALL or COME

EL RANCHO
NURSERY

2,

1,1

TAKE OFF XXIR RICK SW
5i1•10 AT EASE!-ANSON.
FLAC.,6 SAID 04E13:4
5tffP LATE...
TILL

Hazel Hay.

492-1.568

were married In Hollyvrood.
-DAN FLAGG
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wi'houl te irs I ka.. .1
I DON
K
e it hen.'"W° cures, Everybody does little cheek and
the iriee.
porod. Mr H-ovieyo vs.
he It. fea the way the cooky blood against my mouth. "Go
man from the teieviewin
oruniixes."
to bed, darling," I said. "Go to
wore. -Your was essay might
bed."
"You believe that?"
nave ,one ttirotigh 01 we r.edn't - "Don t you read the pa- 'a?
i ran away fast. I guess I
got the rcer.nito..
Everybody right up to ti
ran away from net and from
-Postcard?"
rep-sled
1 a-just read the Parkom i iset
tar
I maid hear Mary corn "Picture postcard, picture of , you took some in your time. th- ing down the stairs with
Emrire State Building."
cause they all do I'm not going nred steps.
"Who sant it 7"
to take the rap tor everyboey.
• • •
"Anonymous."
I don t care about anything. Ex-rliE tide waa on the r!--. I
-Where was it mailed from?" cept that stinking sneak."
"New York."
Mary awakens slowly, but she I waded into the warm isay
-Let me see it."
was awake Perhaps she hadn't water and clambered tato the
"It's under lock and key In been asleep. She was in Ellen's Place. A slow ground swell
route there's any trouble, You room, sitting on the edge of the moved in and out or the endon t want to make trouble, do bed. The street light made her trance, flowed through my trouyou 7"
piam enough with shadows of sers The fat billfold In my hip
"Wlint is it you want 1""
leaves moving on her face. She pocket swelled against my nip
and than grew thinner under
-1 want you to forget the was a ruck.•Itlyint
granite rock
my weight aa it water-soaked.
o.vhceo thing Weil just drop the set in a tide race. It VMS
The summer sea was crowded
whole thing and forget it--If She was tough as a boat, inswith little jellyfish. As they
you will."
movIng, unyielding, and safe.
"It's not a thing easy to for"Will you be coming to bed, washed in against my legs and
belly I felt them sting like
get. •
Ethan?"
"Hell. I mean just keep your
So she had been listening too. small bitter fires.
•
lip buttoned don't give us any
"Not now, my darling dear."
A stronger wave lifted ray
trou
"Are you going out again?" legs arid made them feel free
I closed the rich blue covers
"Yee to walk."
and separate from me, and an
on my son's essay and handed
"You need your sleep. It's eager
wind sprang from
it back to him. "I won't give still raining. Do you have to nowhere and drove the mist like
you any trouble."
go ?"
sheep. Then I could see, a star
His teeth stowed like matched
"Yes. There're a place. I have -late rising, too fataxotng over
pearls. "I knew it. I told them to go there."
the edge.
I looked you up. You have a
-Take your raincoat. You
It Ian t true that there's a
good record --good family."
forgot it before."
community of light, a bonfire
"Will you go away now?"
"Yes, my darling."
of the world. Everyone carries
"I don't want to go away
I didn't kiss her then. / his own, his lonely own.
leaving you angry. Public rela- couldn't with the balled and
My light is out. There's
tions is my line. We could work covered figure beside her. But nothing blacker than a wick.
something out. Scholarship or I touched tier 'Moulder and I
Inward I said, I want to go
like that something dignified." touched her face and she was borne -no not home, to the
"Has stn gone on strike for • tough as a boot.
other side or home where the
wage raise? No, just go away
I went to the bathroom for a lights are given.
now -please!"
moment for a package of razor
It's so much darker when a
-We'll work something out." blades.
light goes out than it would
"I'm sure you will."
I was in the hall, reaching in have been if it had never shone.
I let hlm out and sat down the closet for a
raincoat as There comes a time for decent,
ohofn and turned out the light Mary wished, when
I heard • honorable retirement, not draand sat listening to my house scuffle and II
scramble and a matic, not punishment of self
I thought to go to the cabinet rush and Ellen
flung herself at or family -just good -by, a warm
and take the talisman in my me, grunting and
snuffling. She bath and an opened vein, a
hand had stood up to get it.
buried her face against my warm sea and a razor blade.
I heard a crunching around breast and pinned
The ground swell on the rising
my elbows
and a whinny like a frightened down with
encircling arms. And tide whished into the Place and
colt, and quick steps in the hail her whole little
raised my legs and hips and
body shook.
and silence. I went up to Ellen's
swung them to the side.
"Take me with you."
room and switched on the light.
I reached•tn my side pocket
"Silly, I can't"
She was balled up under a
-Take me with you. You're for my razor blades and I felt
Sheet, her head under her pillow. not coming
the lump. Then in wonder 1
back."
When I tried to lift the pillow
"What do you mean, okook- remembered the car poet ng,
she clung to it and I had to
urn ? Of course I'm coming barks stroking hands of the tightyank it away. A line of blood I'm
always coming back. You bearer. For a moment It resisted
ran from the corner of her go
up to bed and rest Then coming out of my wet pocket.
mouth.
Then in my hand it gathered
you'll feel better."
-I slipped In the bathroom."
every bit of light there was and
"You won't take me'!"
"I rose. Are you badly hurt?"
seemed red-dark red.
-Where I'm going they would
"1 don't think so."
A surge of wave pushed me
-In other words, it's none of not let you in. Do you want to against the very back of the
stand outside In your nightmy burliness."
Place. And the tempo of the sea
1
"I didn't want him to go to gown?"
speeded up. I had to fight the
"You can't."
jail."
water to get out, and I had to
Allen WWI sitting on the edge
She grappled me again and get out_ I rolled and scrambled
of his bed, naked except for her hands caressed and stroked and splashed chest deep in the
jockey shorts. His eyes-they my arms, my sides, dug her surf and the beleking waves
made me think of a mouse in balled fist, Into my aide pushed me against the old sea
a corner, ready atlast to fight pockets an that I was afraid she
a broom.
I had to get bark-had to
might find the razor blades. She
"The stinking sneak!"
waa always a caressing girl, a return the talisman to its new
"Did you hear it all?"
stroking girl, and a surprising OVITT1 T
"1 heard what that stinking girl. Suddenly she released me
Else another light might go
sneak did."
and stood back with her head out
"Did you hear what you did?" raised and her Oyes level and
TTTF1 ENT,
The Winter ot Out Viecontent. by Joh. Steinbeck. Copyright 4:3 1961 by John Htelnbeck. All rights
reserved.
.
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5 ROOM HOUSE, 2 BEDROOMS,
modern, near city limas Call 7532987.
a39c

1•10

by Charles M. Schulz

PEANUTS®

NICE FURNISHED BEDROOM.
Call 753-5489 or see Paul Humphreys
AMP
at Humphreys Gro

WHERE ELSE CM A LITTLE KID
LIKE ME JUST IJALK IN AND
FOR ABSOLUTELY NOTAIN6 BE
AU-OttIED TO BORROW A BOOK
LIKE THIS CHE &8w1 AM SNEAD?

rink
"
661
;
17 I THINK 7
LiBRARIE5 ARE
1',
1
WONDERSIL
:
11
li
11

CARD OF THANES
We would like to express our
deepest appreciation to our many
'friends, neighbors, and relatives for
each expression or sympathy and
kindness shoo n u.1 during the death
of our uncle
The Family • Calvin Futrell
lip

YOU'RE 1216HT LIBRARIES
ARE WONDERFUL!

by Ernie BushmIller

NANC
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MAKE
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CAN
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AN' .SLATS

O'CLOCK AND
ALL'S WELL'-- TEN
O'CLOCK
YEN

NOW DO YOU
UNDERSTAND WHY
I WISH St) DEARLY TO
LEAVE THIS PLACE 2

IT'S BEGINNING BD
GET THROUGH TO
(221E, HESTER ./

by Al Capp

L1L' ABNER

AH WAS MIGHTY SIAREWD TID GIT
A FINE WATCHDOG,TO GUARD THE
71,829 HAM SANGWIDGES -

Raeburn Van Buren
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BUTMI'OTHER 21,839?
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NORTH FORK NEWS

Thursday for a check up with Ur.
Pasenall.
Bro. and Mrs Warren Sykes and
Susan were supper guests ot tne
R. D. Keys Thursday nignt.
Mr. and Mrs Calvin Halley anti
son Henry Jones, and Noah Holley
were dinner guests ot Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Orr Friday
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes. tartyIon H Morris and Gail Kemp visited Sue and Sarah Par1511 ericiay
night. They had an enjoyame time,
guitar music made by Warren bytes
and Gaylon H. Morris with Gail
Kemp and Sue Parish at the piano
along with the Paris quartet singing
also.
Mr and Mrs. George Jenkins
spent the day with Mr and Mrs.
Jim Hart near Murray Thursday.
Tellus Orr went to Memphis Tuesday was treated at UP? Methodist
Hospital until he' returned home
Friday. May have to go cack later
for an operation but will be treatea
here by Dr Newman tor awhile.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Vandyke trom
Memphis and Stro and Mrs. Terry
Sills and children from Kirkseyvisited over the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs Douglas Vandyke outer
visitors on Saturday p m were
R. D. Key. Bro. and Mrs Warren
Sykes and Susan.
Mrs. Ruth Holley visited Mrs.
Ella Morris Saturday morning.
Mr and Mrs Hugh Paschall and
family, Mrs Iva Paschall, Mr and
Mrs. Enloe Tarkington and afro and
Mrs Vaden visited Tellus OTT Sunday p m

son Johnnie, Mr. and Mrs. Rollin
Jones, Mr and Mrs. Billy Pickard
and Mrs Ruth Paschall visited Mrs.
Martha Paschall and family Sunday.
Mrs. Lillie Paschall spent Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Urooms.
Mr and Mrs Billy Nance and
family visited Mr. and Mrs. James
GrrdmsolphSusaturpabcdaypnart.
411
and
Ancii
Cook
Clay
FurIn
visited
Wicker
year Nursing Home Sunday alternoon.
Adolphus Paschen and motner
Mrs Martha Paschall was in Paris
Tuesday to see Dr. Jones.
Joyce Paschall was a supper guest
Friday night in the home of Carnoi
Boyd.
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd and
son Jerry Duncan shopped in Nasn-6
vile Tuesday.
Mrs. Louis Paschall and Mrs
Thomas Duncen shopped In Neste.
vllle Tuesday.
Mrs. Glynn Orr visited Miss tanma Hooper and Mrs. Ruth Hayes
Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D Key spent
Monday night with Mrs. Ella Morris and Zipora.
Mrs. Warren Sykes spent Tuesday with Mrs R. D. Key.
•

by .Mrs. IL D. Key
Mr. and Mrs Jerry Vandyke from
Memphis, Bro and Mrs. Terry Sills
and family, Mrs Douglas Vandyke
visited Mrs. R. D. Key and Mrs.
Ella Mortis and family Saturday
p m.
Mrs. Iva Paschall and Mrs. Hugh
Paschall and girls visited Mrs. R. D.
Key Saturday afternoon
Mrs. Sue Nance visited Mr. and
Mrs. Lois Lamb Friday.
Mr and Mrs. Bardon Nance visited the J. B Irvins Sunday morning
and was a dinner guest of Mr. and
Mrs Hafford Cooper.
Visitors in the home of Mrs Ella
Morris Sunday were Mr and Mrs
Milton
AshRep.
State
Paducah
Sun-Democrat;
and
The
Shown here are Kentucky's newly-appointed representatives on Jr., editor of
Charlie Olive of Paducah. Mr and
the four-state Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway Development Authori- by of Sebree. They will represent Kentucky on the Tennessee-TombigMrs. Douglas Vandyke, Mr and
Mrs. Glynn Orr. Mr and Mrs Oman
ty. From left to right are Gov. Bert T. Combs, chairman of the Ken- bee Authority, an interstate compact formed five years ago to promote
Paschall. Mr and Mrs Morris Jenktucky delegation; J. 0. Matlick of Frankfort. state commsioner of the construction of a 253-mile waterway linking the Tennessee River at
ins and sons, Mr and Mrs Ralph
conservation; Robert B. Diehl of Louisville, widely known businessman; Pickwick Landing. Tenn., with the Tombigbee River at Demopolis,
Gallimore. and Mr and Mrs GayPhilip L. Swift, state commissioner of aeronautics; Edward J. Paxton, Ala. The U. S. Corps of Engineers has already approved the project.
len Morris
Mr. and Mrs George Jenkins and
Bro and Mrs. Vaden visited the
R. D Keys Sunday p. m.
Mr and Mrs. Charlie Olive visited Coy Kuykendall in Henry County Hospital Sunday. Mr. Kuykendall
underwent surgery Friday.
Debbie Jackson visited Susan
Mr and Mrs. Coyn Nance visited
Sykes Monday afternoon.
Mrs R. D Key Tuesday afternoon.
Clarence Pescnall will 2o to MemArlin Paschall spent Tuesday
phis Hospital Wednesday for Iur• night with Mr and Mrs Hildred
ther examination.
Paschall
:
Bro and Mrs Warren Sykes and
Susan were supper guests of the
Mn and Mrs Clayton Lamb visitR D Keys Tuesday night
ed the Billy Nances Friday merit
NOW YOU KNOW
Ancil Wicker went to Memphis
'
,
rare Cannon Priitrctri rope
Mr
T
Tuesday
•
and
Johnnie
Mrs.
Weiner,
for
Sr.
a
checkup
ing mostly crappie up there. Just
on his eye.
visited Mr and Mrs Hugh PIM Mill
like the big lakes closer to Mem- Dr reports he's doing fine
•
By United Preis International
Mrs
Iva
Paschall,
phis, biggest catches come from the
airs Hugh Sunday night
The blatterwort. a rootless plant
A device designed to put :o flight
creek areas Excellent strings came Pa.schall and girls visited Mrs Es(Continued Feely; Page Onei
Mr and Mrs Billy Nance and which floats in marshy pools, has
every species of bird that feeds on
out of Bill &Bob's Lodge at Jona- sie Orr and Mrs John Welher Wedfamily visited Mrs. J. B Irvin Sun- hundreds of pin-sized traps which
Train or fruit is being produced by
than Creek and the Blood River , nesda)' afternoon
captures tiny insects ultimately diMr and Mrs Billy Wilson visited day night.
Snuth-Roles Ltd . of Saskatoon.
line to pay *like It's still worth it. dock.
Mr. and Mrs Max Paschen anti gested by plant juices
Mr and Mrs One Kuykendall Wedtae, orly Charlie loses money on
Saskatchewan. accordang to the NaCOSTS
If any one wants info on the nesday rughteef
tional Wildlife Federation Called
me. For a 150-pounder I eat a lot
MOH
aces, the Kentucky Lake Guide is
Mr and Mrs Charles Paschall
he Comet bird-scare cannon. it
of catfish
published by Paul Abell and print- and family spent Sunday with Mrs.
WORTS
emits a blast equal in sound power
You ran reach Ken take by car
ed by Young Printing Co. 614 Jef- Paschall's grandir.other.
MORE
"..o the discharge of 10 shotguns
Mrs JohnThe Calloway County 4-H Tractor hes, boat or plane-- yep folks even ferson St.. Paducah. Ky.
son It was her birthday-.
Widely adapted %nee
Main component is an 18-inch me- Prdject Group
eh- in There are many ffsmily type
III
by
had their final meetCron hybrid with tremenMrs
R
D
was in Paris
gaphone with a compression cham- ing on
If anyone wants to know why
Thursday night. April 18 at eesorts with cabins and all that goes
dous yielding ability and
Wednesday
to
see
Dr. Newman
ber at Its base A mixture of air and the Hughes
fishing and water sports
"
- eiinessee's portion of Tennessee
outstanding resistance to
Implement Co They
Mrs
Warren Sykes and Mrs
borers. blight and stalk rot. In
acetylene is detonated by • coil and have
The slate rif Kenteekv started it River lakes are not so developed.
hed meetings at Billington17 different trials of 8 Official
Charles
Paschall
was in Paris Wedspark plug unit Firing intervals Forsee
really with Kenleke State Park. ask your state representatives and
Tractor Co Stokes Tractor
1960 State Yield Testa, 806s
nesday for a meeting with the r.ri
aow cormlhe with Kenlake Hotel
-in be regulafed by a timing device Co McKeel
natars, and Frank Clement. most
Margin over test Averages war
Equipment Co . and the
scouts
leader
and cabins The service there is of them have been around long
18.88 Bo.
Vinson Tractor Co.
Mrs Oman Paschall visited Coy
greet but it Coos mere than most enough to have done something
'(Haat!'" Is a plod Name. The
Members participating in the proKuykendall and Clarence Paschall
of the other rissort cribtns
at Kentucky did at xentake.
Humber is a Variety Desaevation.
;ect included • Danny Williams. Pat
in Nobles Hospital Wedneeday
Set a Standard
Scott. Craig Calhoun, Ronnie CesurMrs Sue Nance visf'^d airs R
Actually, the state operated faD.
Ledo end convert le.e yin* b.g,ew
in. Delbert Collins. Jerry Chapman.
Key Wednesday aftesnorn
eilities hist set a standard of cleanindefov. the "lie.,... friend- seye,eses
Eddie Chapman. Bobbie Williams.
'lease end 9tPnlre which resort own,00es hem fhe fers is. i,s
DIRECT $1
end
Howard Morris visited Mrs H
Kent McCuiston. Charles Mark Mapeered clean
Railroad Ave
ers Mtle follow to get business en
DRIVE
_NOW
Key
Thursday
rine.
Kerry
Williams.
Dale
Nanney, the park swim area boat deck,
East Of Frt Depot
horse
Henry Armstrong. Danny Chapman,
stables etc are there for all no Mrs Warren Sykes visited
Murray. Ky.
Mrs.
Neleofa Murdock.
Kelao, Joe ....44ser -where Hwy-stay• Eats—Morris ahd Ydi1ly irecinesciay
Pat Hughes. Don Spiceland. and
I catch more fish•at Pickwick and '
in Jrning
Max Hughes
Peels Lendina ,because I know the
Mrs Elia Morris was in
New Concord Road
Paris
Johnnie Kelso. Joe Pat Hughes,' area better, but you keep wishing
—•
Don Spiceiand and Max
Hughes Tennessee had highly developed
•
served as Jr Leaders Ernest Mad- places like Kenlake State Park arid
spied as a leader
the Kentucky Dam artsa
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO IN Mt RR.'T
Theri were three dirlsions of the
Something for Families
group namely, first year. second
Those folks up there ha'. r found
year and third year The first year out you make a whole lot more
group studied Tractor Safety. Gen- money a-her, a fisherman brings his
104 East Maple S
TP 71i3.1
eral Lubrication. Clean Air for the whole family along
They have
Engine. Oil for the Engine and learned too, that families must
Hydraulic System a nd Operators have something to do besides fish.
Manual.
-lye had dock operators at lakes
The second year studied Tractor. say they don't want the state comTipping Safety, What Makes an peting with them.
TOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
Engine Run Mixing Fuel and Air,
Before Kentucky developed a huge
Ignition System Care. Cooling Ws- park ni;Sr Murray. people there said
TRADE
'ems for Engines. Tractor Service , the same thing They say different
and Cost Records
now They don't compete they deThe third year studied Tractor -end on the park to bring them
Safety on the Highway. Steering customers and besides twat of the
South Second Street
Murray, Ky
COOKOUT CHAMP— Thomas
.ind Front Wheels. Care of Tires, park facilities are leased out.
J. McDermott Jr., 32, distaring
nailing
The
Fuel
Power
PLaza 3-5273
Transmissions,
Murray, Ky.
plays
his prize
winning
Tractor Service and Cost Records
As for the fishing, they are catch"Grilled Imperial Crown
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROF11
Later in the spring there will be
Meat Loaf" In Honolulu,
a picnic and practice tractor driving enter the County Tractor Driving
"Service Built Our Business"
which wins him the America
session plus an awards program at Contest to be held
at the Calloway
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE PS ON A NEW OP USET. CARI
Cookout champ title and
the picnic All tractor project books County Pale.
Kaiser's $10.000 prize. The
Aill be due May 15 to be judged
The project Is being sponsored, by
dish is made of ground lamb,
for the awards The practice tractor the Implement dealers
of Murray
says McDermott, • Los Anlriving session is designed to get and. the Standard Oil agent.
John
geles attorney.
• Everyone Invited
project members better prepared to Parker.
— BILLY MORGAN —
• Busers for ‘II Kinds

Kentucky Members on Waterway Authority

New Single Cross
Hybrid Makes
Amazing Records

PAGE - -
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4-H Tractor t Kenlake .
Group Holds
Final Meeting

for

Iei

libilLAN43

Farmers Grain and
Seed Co.

9995 •

Sykes Bros. Lumber Co.

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.

BIG, SPECIAL HORSE SALE !

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL

11111111MIIIIIMIMI11111111111111111111111111111111111111,

BIGGEST SALE
FOR
THIS SPRING!

wTni....

SATURDAY
HORSES
Promptly at
L
APRIL 27, 1963

MURRAY LIVESTOCK COMPANY

PARKER MOTORS

Load of Registered Quarter Horses

CONSIGNED FOR SALE
* Expecting Good Run! * Bring Horses, Mules, Ponies!

PLANNING ...

CENTENNIAL SCRAPBOOE
The War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures

To Have A

SUCCESSFUL CROP CALLS FOR

SOUND PLANNING!
PLAN TODAY FOR
TOMORROW WITH A

PCA CROP LOAN
• Save by paying cash.
• Us* the money as needed.
• Interest is charged only
for the number of days
its used.
• Repayment not due until
crops ar• sold.
• Interest is stopped with
each payment.

SEE or
CALL

KEYS KEEL
Jackson Purchase

PRODUCTION CREDIT
ASSOCIATION
!Or North 4th Street

Sa.osy

751 5602

No. 29c

One of the spontaneous best." sellers among the celebrated
series of Currier & Ives lithographs was one
rushed from the presses in New York of
Nathaniel Currier and James M. Ives in
May 1543. It is reproduced in miniature
below. The caption read as follows:
"Admiral Porters Fleet Running the Rebel
Blockage of the Miaalsaippi at %'icitsburg.
April 18, 11183. At half past ten P. M., the
boats left their moorings & steamed down
the river, the Benton (Admiral Porter's flagship] taking the lead. As they approached
the point opposite the town, a temfic concentrated fire of the centre, upper and lower
b4tteries . .. was directed upon the channel.

which here ran within one hundred yards of
the shore. At the same moment innumerable floats of turpentine and other combustible materials were set ablaze. In the
face of all this fire, the boats made their
way with but little loss except the transport
Henry Clay, which was set on fire & sank."
The lithograph identified the boats shown
here as, left to right: Tuscumbia, Henry
Clay, Forest Queen, Silver Wave, Carandolet,
Mound City, Louisville, Lafayette and General Price, Benton (with is small ram alongside).
The seven Ironclads. three transports and
rani were sent down river to cover the crossing (ant'e army was preparing 'putt of
Vicksburg.
Despite the
sinking of the
Henry Clay, not
a Union man was
lost. Jubilantly,
Porter notified
his superiors, "It
was a real jolly
scene. Vicksburg
never got a better pounding."
Porter was not
joyous after his
iron clads, two
weeks later,
pounded at the
Confederate river
forts at Grand
Gulf. Rebel gunners did "Dever,
damage to the
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
attackers.
—Clark Kinnalrd

Complete
soil insect control
for tobacco!
Heptachlor is the Insecticide you can depend on
for control of wireworms, various species of
cutworms, white grubs, mole crickets, seed corn
maggots, tobacco webworms, rootworms, green
June beetle larvae, and other soil insects.
Versatile Heptachlor takes care of all tobacco
soil insect problems. One broadcast application
at or before transplanting time, protects your
crop all season. Heptachlor is economical,
and has no unpleasant odor. Get all the soil
insect control you pay for. Get Heptachlor
from your dealer now. Dusts, granules, sprays,
or fertilizer mi‘turcs.
Velsicol Chemical Corporation,
330 Last Grand A‘e., Chicago II, Illinois.

Heptachlor kills
wireworms,cutworms,
other soil insects!

•

